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Abstract. Nowadays, most people rely on the electronic devices for work, communicating with friends and
family, school and personal enjoyment. As a result, more new equipment or devices operates in higher
frequency were rapidly developed to accommodate the consumers need. However, the demand of using
wireless technology and higher
frequency in new devices also brings the need to shield the unwanted
electromagnetic signals from those devices for both proper operation and human health concerns. This
paper highlights the potential of nanocellulose for electromagnetic shielding using the organic
environmental nanocellulose composite materials. In addition, the theory of electromagnetic shielding and
recent development of green and organic material in electromagnetic shielding application has also been
reviewed in this paper. The use of the natural fibers which is nanocelllose instead of traditional
reinforcement materials provides several advantages including the natural fibers are renewable, abundant
and low cost. Furthermore, added with other advantages such as lightweight and high electromagnetic
shielding ability, nanocellulose has a great potential as an alternative material for electromagnetic shielding
application.

1 Introduction
Recent years have shown a remarkable progress in
development of wireless technology worldwide. In
particular, technology that aims for higher frequency and
wider bandwidth for establishing a high-speed
communication system were rapidly developed to
accommodate consumer need. However, all of these
systems result in an increasing electromagnetic pollution
or electromagnetic interference (EMI) to the
surrounding. It has become a major concern which
brings the need to shield the unwanted electromagnetic
signals for both proper operation and human health.
Electromagnetic interference (EMI) can be defined as
conducted or radiated electromagnetic signal that
interferes with the operation of other electronic devices 1.
It can cause malfunction of the devices and even can be
harmful to life 2. To address this problem, studies on
good materials for electromagnetic interference shielding
is necessary. Electromagnetic interference shielding
refers to the reflection and/or absorption of
electromagnetic radiation by a material 3.
Due to these circumstances, researches on the new
and better materials for electromagnetic interference
*

shielding have gained attention. Metals such as
aluminium, copper and steel in forms like sheet metal,
metal screen and metal foam are the most widely used
materials for EMI shielding 2. But, there are several
limitations in the applicability of metals in shielding
application since they are heavy, not easily handled and
they suffer from corrosion. Therefore in the last few
years researchers have focused their interest in
developing new shielding materials.
The present paper reviews the potential of
nanocellulose material in electromagnetic shielding
application. The second part of the paper discusses the
theory and mechanism of electromagnetic shielding. The
third part covers the recent development in researches on
green and organic material as alternative material in
electromagnetic application. Next the fourth part
encompasses nanocellulose composites, its application
and potential in electromagnetic shielding field. Lastly
the challenges and potential of this research is
concluded.
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2 Theory of Shielding

(3)

Three mechanisms of shielding have been reported
which are absorption, reflection and multiple-reflection.
For the EMI shielding by reflection, the material must
have mobile charge carriers which interact with the
electromagnetic wave 43. Meanwhile, absorption is
depends on the thickness of the materials. Shielding by
absorption is significant when the shield have electric or
magnetic dipoles. The third shielding which is multiplereflection refers to internal reflection within the
shielding materials. The loss due to multiple-reflection
can be ignored if the shield is thicker than skin depth.
Figure 1 shows the electromagnetic wave attenuation
through a shielding material with different mechanism of
shielding.

Therefore

and

become:
(4)
(5)

Based on shielding theory, shielding effectiveness (SE)
is as follow:
(6)
(7)

Where d is the sample thickness (cm), e is 2.718,
is the
is relative magnetic permeability,
is electrical conductivity
angular frequency,
(S/cm) and is the dielectric constant of vacuum.

3 Green or Organic Material in
Electromagnetic Shielding Application

Fig. 1, Electromagnetic wave attenuation through a shielding
material 5

For environmental awareness, green or organic materials
are the materials of choice for shielding material among
a few researchers. In 7, the authors discussed the
reflection loss performance of hexagonal base pyramid
microwave absorber using different agricultural waste
material. Three sample of agricultural waste are used
that is rice husk, rice straw and banana leaves.
Microwave absorbers based on dielectric properties of
those materials measured with free space measurement
technique are designed using Computer Simulation
Technology Microwave Studio (CST MWS). The
simulation shows that many parameters can affect the
performance of an absorber.
Liyana et al. 8 fabricated microwave absorbers using
sugar cane bagasse material. They investigated the
potential of sugar cane bagasse as an alternative material
for EMI shielding. High carbon contain in agricultural
waste particularly sugar cane bagasse increase its ability
or potential to be used as absorber material. Besides that,
research and experimentation also shows that corn stover
could be used as the material for microwave absorber 9.
The preliminary results prove that the performance of the
organic absorber is comparable to the commercially
available absorber.
Table 1 shows a comparison of reflection loss
performance for different type of material as microwave
absorber. Agricultural wastes were chosen by many
researchers due to their eco-friendly nature, inexpensive,
abundantly available and good microwave absorption
properties.

Electromagnetic shielding effectiveness (EMI SE) of
to
a material is the ratio of transmitted power
expressed in decibels
as in
incident power
:5
Eq.
(1)
When an electromagnetic wave reaches a shielding
material, two waves will be created at the external
and a transmitted
surface; a reflected wave
. As the transmitted wave travels through
wave
the shield, the strength of the wave exponentially
decreases due to absorption. Once the wave reaches the
second surface, a portion of the wave will be transmitted
and a portion will be reflected into the
. If the shield is thicker than the skin depth
shield
the reflected wave will be absorbed by the shielding
material, thus can be ignored. The contribution of
reflection, absorption and multiple-reflection to the total
: 4–6
shielding effectiveness is defined in Eq.
(2)
Using S parameter, the transmittance (T), reflectance
(R), and absorbance (A) through the shielding material is
obtained; T =
=
,R=
=
,A=1–R
– T. If multiple-reflection is ignored, the effective
inside the shielding material can be
absorbance
defined as;

2
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4 Nanocellulose Composites

Table 1. Reflection loss performance of different types of
materials

Researchers

Material

Target
frequency

Reflection
loss
performance

Hassan
Nornikman
et al., 2011 10

Rice
husks

7 – 13GHz

Better than 10dB

Liyana et al.,
2012 8

Sugar
cane
bagasse

0.1 –
20GHz

Better than 30dB

H.
Nornikman
et al., 2010 7

Rice
husks
Rice
straw
Banana
leaves

1 – 20GHz

Better than 10dB

Salleh et al.,
2011 11

Coconut
shellderived

8 – 12GHz

Better than 10dB

Smythe et
al., 2014 9

Corn
stover

5.4 –
18GHz

Farhany et
al., 2012 12

Dried
banana
leaves

0.1 –
20GHz

Average 82.3dB

Noordin et
al., 2012 13

Oil palm
ash

8 -12GHz

Better than 10dB
Best at -49dB

Rubber
wood
sawdust

1-3GHz

Best at 16.4dB

Dried
banana
leaves
and coal

8.2-12GHz

Average 45.2dB

Shaaban, Se,
Ibrahim, &
Ahsan, 2015
14

Kaur, Aul, &
Chawla,
2015 15

Cellulose which is an organic compound easily obtained
from nature is a structural component of the cell walls of
many plants. It is used mainly for making paper and
cardboard but recently it has attracted a lot of interest in
various industrial applications 16. This biopolymer has
been used in various application and fields due to its
availability, eco-friendly nature, sustainability and also
flexibility 171816.
Cellulose also has received special attention for
development of conducting materials. For example,
Jabbour et al. 19 used papermaking techniques to produce
graphite/carbon fiber/cellulose fiber composites papers
with tuneable conductivity and good mechanical
properties. The produced conductive papers are flexible,
easy to handle and have an extremely good conductivity.
Carbon nanotube (CNT) / cellulose composites material
using papermaking process was fabricated in 20. Higher
electric conductivity compared to the usual polymerbased composite materials was achieved without
affecting the paper strength.
In recent years, cellulosic fibers in micro and nano
scale are gaining attention to replace man-made fibers as
reinforcement to make an environment-friendly
composite. Researchers worldwide have been focusing
on the production of nanocellulose (NC) with crystalline
structure because of its exceptional material properties
21
.
A few examples of biodegradable polymer–CNF
based nanocomposites and their mechanical properties
were discussed in 17. This includes Poly(vinyl alcohol) –
CNF, Poly(lactic acid) – CNF, Poly(ethylene oxide) –
CNF, Chitosan – CNF, Starch – CNF and Soy protein –
CNF. It has been discovered that NC can be applied to
energy devices such as paper batteries, supercapacitors
and paper displays.
It has been acknowledged that nanocellulose has
great potential as reinforcement in nanocomposites.
Therefore nanocelluose can be applied to various
applications and fields in the upcoming decades.
However, its applicability for electromagnetic shielding
notably has not been widely explored. Polymer based
composites are still commonly used as electromagnetic
interference shielding materials 1. Additionally, it has
been discovered that cellulose are used for conducting
material which is very efficient in electromagnetic
shielding. High carbon content also increases its ability
to be used for electromagnetic shielding. Besides,
different types of filler could be incorporated into
nanocellulose composite in order to get a better and
higher performance of electromagnetic shielding. For
example graphene, carbon nanotube (CNT), Carbon
Black (CB) and other C-based materials 22. Therefore,
nanocellulose composite has a high potential to be
develop as an alternative material for electromagnetic
shielding that is lightweight and with a wider bandwidth.

3
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9.

Conclusion
The recent development of green material in
electromagnetic shielding and nanocellulose composite
were reviewed. It has been show that nanocellulose has
an exciting potential as reinforcement in nanocomposites
and are indeed the future materials. Nanocellulose can be
applied to various applications and fields. Further
studies and researches on nanocellulose as alternative
material to replace current petroleum based material are
highly required especially in electromagnetics shielding
applications.
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